
THE ULTIMATE PROCEDURAL SOLUTION
Finally, a Customizable Back Table Solution that will Optimize Your OR.

Distributed by Maclean Health



Complex Problems in the OR...

Inconsistent Setups Cause 
Errors and Waste Time

Setup & Break Down Time 
with Lack of Workspace

Staff Turnover

Tray & Instrument 
Inventory Issues

Onboarding & Knowledge 
Transfer

Increased Demand 
for OR Time



EFFICIENCY

SAFETY

EDUCATION

...Require a Simple, Complete SOLUTION.

WATCH NOW: “The DinamicOR Suite of 
Solutions Driven by Formula 1” 

Adjustable  
Back Table

Durable Drape

Workflow  
Management App



4-Tables-in-1
Foldable Shelving Configurations

Adjustable Back Table Solution

Adjustable Shelf Height
[Top Shelf: 8” Range]

Adjustable Table Height            
[Table: 30”-36”]

Optimized Tray 
Locations

Caster Wheels
Maximized Floor Space

Stainless Steel

With an ergonomic design and adjustable tiers, the DinamicOR Back Table 
caters to the preferences of your surgical team, minimizing strain and 
enhancing efficiency. With a similar footprint to your standard table, the 
vertical, multi-shelf design allows you to maximize the workspace in your 
OR. Configurable to different procedures, the 4-in-1 design allows for easy 
adjustment of shelf positions. Choose between two sizes, accommodating 
up to 8 or 12 trays. 

Triple Wide
Full Table
Dimensions: 68.0”L x 28.3” 
Height Range: 49” - 55”

Main Surface
Dimensions: 68.0”L x 26.3”D
Height from Floor: 30” - 36”

Weight Capacity: 300lbs

Angled Surfaces
Top Shelf: 68.0”L x 11.3”D
Middle Shelf: 68.0”L x 12.3”D

Weight Capacity: 150lbs

Double Wide
Full Table
Dimensions: 45.5”L x 28.3”D 
Height Range: 49” - 55”

Main Surface
Dimensions: 45.5”L x 26.3”D

Height from Floor: 30” - 36”
Weight Capacity: 300lbs

Angled Surfaces
Top Shelf: 45.5”L x 11.3”D

Middle Shelf: 45.5”L x 12.3”D
Weight Capacity: 150lbs



Unique Fitted Durable Drape

Easy to Install
The DinamicOR durable Drape is specifically designed to fit the 
adjustable Back Table and is tightly secured with customized wire tape. 
The durable Drape is the thickest drape on the market, which means you 
don’t need to use multiple drapes per procedure.

Thick, durable, and tear-resistant, the DinamicOR custom-fitted drape 
is uniquely designed for the back table shelving, that never requires 
‘double-draping’. Complete with numbered tray placement indicators 
for fast and efficient setup.

Repeatable Tray Placement
The durable Drape incorporates numbered placement 
icons that line up with the shelves for guided setup. This 
allows you to repeat your preferred placements every 
time.



the Workflow Management App

RISK MITIGATION
Verify all necessary equipment is in the room prior 
to starting the case.

IMPROVE EFFICIENCY
The DinamicOR+ App’s guided walkthroughs 
reduce setup time by up to 33 percent.

REPEATABILITY
Set up the back table the same way every time no 
matter who is in the room.

SURGICAL CHECKLISTS
Provide staff just in time education during the case

TIME SAVINGS
Guides staff through every step of setup. Complex and 
unfamiliar procedures can be mapped and planned to 
reduce OR errors.

PROCEDURAL SEQUENCING
Plan every procedure to have the exact needed 
instruments every time, ensuring fast and reliable setup.

The DinamicOR+ Workflow Management App allows you to map your 
preferred tray layouts for any procedure and then repeat them as needed. 
This allows the surgical team to find the instruments they need exactly 
where and when they need them.

EMPOWERING 
EDUCATION & 

EFFICIENCY

• Customize procedures  
for smoother workflows

• Share knowledge with 
documented workflows

• Simplify staff onboarding

• Ensure accurate 
instrument placement with 
a reference database

• Reduce risk by verifying 
instrument availability

TABLE SETUP MODE: 
Placement & Verification

SURGICAL WORKFLOW MODE: 
Onboarding & Education



Unlocking Operational Excellence

EFFICIENCY  »Reduce setup and breakdown time by up to 33%.

 »Maximize OR workspace with vertical multi-shelf design.

 »Enhance workflow with 92% instrument visibility.

 »Ensure a sterile environment with a durable, single-drape solution.

 »Mitigate risks with the app’s verification of all necessary 
instruments.

 »Reduce staff injuries with 6” adjustable table height.

 »Streamline onboarding with guided tray setups.

 »Facilitate knowledge transfer with custom procedural mapping.

 »Optimize education and training with a user-friendly Workflow 
Management App.

Safety

Onboarding & Education



Our Mission is to Improve OR 
Organization, Safety, and Efficiency
Our mission is to optimize operating room organization 
with an ergonomic and intuitive Workflow Management 
System – improving the efficiency and reproducibility of 
surgical processes which will enable perioperative staff 
to focus on providing thoughtful patient care.

More Info contact:  Sheri Hottle 

Call: +1 (317) 500-0392

Email: shottle@macleanhealth.com

URL: www.DinamicOR.com

Schedule a live demo to learn more 
about our customizable solutions

Watch the Table Setup Demo

Distributed by Maclean Health




